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Latest published market study on Global Online Fashion Retail Market provides an overview of the current market dynamics in the Online Fashion Retail space as well as what our survey respondents all ...

Online Fashion Retail Market May Set New Growth Story with Best Buy, Amazon, Walmart

People have finally started spending on clothing and apparel, helping stocks of The Gap (GPS), Foot Locker (FL) and The TJX Companies (TJX).

5 Stocks to Buy on a Rebounding Apparel Market

The company said it plans to accelerate the brand’s relaunch, primarily in Europe with collections across multiple categories.
For buyers at major department stores and luxury retailers, September is typically a whirlwind month filled with parties, presentations and flights crisscrossing the globe to visit the major fashion houses.

What Luxury Retailers Are Thinking & How They're Buying Amid the Return of Fashion Month

Fashion is constantly changing—as new trends and seasons emerge, the styles we see in stores evolve into new “must-haves.” This makes owning a retail fashion store an exciting and challenging endeavor.

How to Buy Fashion for Your Retail Store

Proceeds from the Italian luxury house’s “Vaccinated” hoodie will go to UNICEF in support of the World Health Organization’s Covax program.

Yes, You Can Now Buy Valentino Vax Merch

Get a head start and shop Markarian, Dundas, Altuzarra, and more collections which were presented at this most recent New York Fashion Week.

See Now, Buy Now—All the New York Fashion Wares You Can Already Shop

You can start by sourcing and buying existing popular designs or new arrivals. Reach out to creators, influencers, and designers to get a sneak peek at their upcoming collections.

Promotions and sales are common within the clothing retail industry, so be ready for them. Reach out to creators, influencers, and designers to get a sneak peek at their upcoming collections.

How to Start a Clothing Business: A Step-by-Step Guide

Total retail sales (excluding its construction business) rose 72% year over year to $1.5 billion, with women’s apparel and shoes outperforming other categories; compared to 2019, retail sales rose...
Dillard's swings to profit in Q2 as women buy clothing and shoes

The startup chose fast-growing Collin County after it researched 1,400 markets to decide where to begin its business, an app-driven, store that...

Santa, a new retail concept on wheels, starts out first in Plano and Frisco

Retail sales had somewhat slowed down over the past few months, with people spending more on services than goods as the economy reopened. However, people have once again started spending on goods, ...

Retail Sales Jump in August: 5 Solid Stocks to Buy

In today's top retail news, brands are looking to lend consumers ...

Today in Retail: Retailers Mull Clothing Rental to Attract Customers; Walmart Adding to Supply Chain Workforce

Retail has undoubtedly been one of the industries ... and knowing which style will suit your shape. Thankfully, Amazon Fashion has created a virtual changing room to help consumers find the ...

A deep dive into the future of fashion and power of virtual in retail

The retail chain only stocks suits in ... ties and shirts at its 254 larger stores which offer clothing as well as food. For customers buying suits online, they can pick from a huge selection ...

'Long time coming': M&S makes huge change to clothing section - 'it's a sad day'

Jessica Simpson's family offered to buy the singer-turned-fashion entrepreneur's brand out of bankruptcy for $65 million, a lawyer said in court Wednesday. Sequential Brands Group Inc., which ...
Jessica Simpson To Buy Her Name From Sequential Brands Bankruptcy for $65 Million

And since there really is no bad time of year to invest in one, we've put together a monthly edit of our favorite dresses you can shop right now. Between the September issue, the Met Gala, and what...

It's Fashion Month!—Our Favorite Dresses to Buy This September

The Commerce Department highlighted that U.S. retail and food services sales in August jumped 0.7% on a sequential basis to $618.7 billion, following a revised reading of 1.8% decline in July.

5 Must-Buy Stocks on Rebound in U.S. Retail Sales in August

British clothing retailer Next has struck a deal with Gap, to run the U.S. brand's business in the UK and Ireland, bolstering its market reach after showing its resilience during the COVID-19...

Next to run Gap brand in Britain's retail shake-up

Retail sales gained 0.7% sequentially in August 2021, following an upwardly revised 1.8% drop-off in July and breezing past market expectations of a 0.8% decline.

August Retail Sales Shine: ETFs & Stocks to Win

The owner of the buildings at Orlando Fashion Square — one of Central Florida's largest retail centers — is... control of the buildings — such as buying the buildings from Bancorp...